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A critical evaluation of Mangat's two-step procedure
in randomized response

by J.J.A. Moors'

Abstract

Randomized response is a collection of interviewing techniques designed to
enlarge respondents' cooperativeness and sincerity by a full protection of their pri-
vacy. MANGAT et al (1990, 1993) proposed a two-step procedure: interviewees
are either asked a direct question or subjected to a randomized response tech-
nique. It is shown here that Mangat's procedure - although physically different -
is mathematically identical to previous randomized response methods. This holds
for Warner's original technique as well as for Simmons' Unrelated Question mod-
el; in the latter case, the population fraction having the unrelated property may
be known or unknown. The optimality properties op Mangat's procedure are an
immediate consequence.
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1 Introduction

Randomized response (RR) techniques are designed to collect reliable iníormation on

sensitive issues by guaranteeing the respondents' privacy: even the interviewee is not sure

whether the respondent has the sensitive property or not. The lack of exact information

leads to a higher variance than in the case of a direct question. This may be compensated

by a smaller bias, as the respondents

- will be more willing to participate, and

- will answer more truthfully.

Since their invention, RR techniques have received considerable attention; compare the

rnonograph of CHAUDHURI 8t MUKERJEE (1988) and the recent survey paper by

'I'RACY 8c MANGAT et al (1996).

The first RR method was devised by WARNER (1965). It uses the two statements

S(A) and S(A'), reading

S(A) : I have ( sensitive) property A,
S(A') : I do not have property A.

The interviewee draws one of the statements with known probabilities p and 1- p,

respectively, and only says `correct' or `incorrect'. The interviewee remains unawaze to

which statement thc answer applies.

Let rr denote the fraction persons in the population with property A; assuming truthful

answers, the probability ~9w of the answer `correct' equals

~w - Pn t ( 1 - P)(1 - rr) - (2p - 1)n t ( 1 - P) (1.1)

If the random variable X denotes the number oí answers `correct' in a random sample

of size n, t.he estimator

X~n-(1-p)
~w - 2p - 1

is (for p~ 1~2) unbiased for a with variance

v(~w) -
~(1 - ~) t P(1 - P) (1.2)n n(2p - 1)~
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See WARNER (1965) for details.
MANGAT et al (1990) proposed a two-step procedure in stead, using two randomiza-

tions. Either the statement S(A) is presented to the interviewee (with probability T),
or Warner's RR technique explained above (probability 1- T). Figure 1.1 shows the
corresponding probability tree.

Figure 1.1 Mangat's two-step modification of Warner's RR technique.

S(A)

Warner's RR
1-T

S(A)

P

S(A')
1-p

`correct'

`incorrect'
1 - rr
`correct'
n
`incorrect'
1-~r
`correct'
1-n

`incorrect'

An unbiased estimator - similar to irw - can be derived from the answers `correct' in
a random sample. Its variance was shown to be smaller than (1.2) for

T~1-2p
1-p

So, for a suitable choice of T, a smaller variance can always be obtained by using Mangat's
modification.

It will be shown in Section 2 that - mathematically speaking - Mangat's modification is
equivalent to Warner's original method, but with a different choice of the randomization
parameter p. To put it more strongly: with a slightly different definition of p, Mangat's
and Warner's methods are identical - despite their physical and psychological differences.

In 1~'arner's technique, the combined use of the statements S(A) and S(A') may be
ronfusing t.o interviewees. Consequently, Simmons suggested to replace statement S(A')
by
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S(Y) : I have ( innocuous) property Y

where Y is perfectly innocent and has nothing to do with the sensitive property A; com-
pare HORVITZ et al (1967). This method was called the Unrelated Question Random-
ized Response (UQRR) technique. Let rry denote the population fraction with property

Y; whether ny is known or not is a crucial feature of the UQRR technique. See for
methodological discussions GREENBERG et al (1969) and MOORS (1971).

Both for ay known and unknown, Mangat's two-step modification can be applied.
The case of known ~ry is covered in Section 3; again, the modification is shown to be
identical to the original method.

In the case of unknown rry, two samples - with different values of the parameter p-
are needed to estimate both a and (the nuisance parameter) ~ry. If the optimal p-values

are chosen and optimal allocation is applied, MANGAT et al (1993) showed that their
two-step procedure is always superior to the original Simmons' technique. Once again,
it is shown in Section 4 that the two-step procedure can be seen as a special case of the

original method. The superiority of this special case then follows immediately. The final
Section 5 discusses the results of the paper.

2 Mangat's modification of Warner's technique

Again assuming truthful replies throughout, the probability 19w of the answer `correct'
in Mangat's two-step procedure immediately follows from Figure 1.1:

~w - Tn-~(1-T)pnf(1-T)(1-p)(1-~)
- (]-T)(1-p)ta[2T(1-P)f2p-1]

Hence, an unbiased estimator áw for a is

X~n - (1 - T)(1 - P)
- 2T(1 - p) f 2p - 1

for T~ (1 - 2p)~(2 - 2p), with variance

n(1 - ~) (1 - T)(1 - P)Il - (1 - T)(1 - P)]i'(~w) - ~ } n[2T(1- p) t 2 p -1)]~ (z.a)
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Comparison with (1.2) shows that Mangat's modification leads to a smaller variance if

and only if (1.3) holds. Since the choice of T is free in principle, Warner's RR technique

can always been improved in this way. Note however, that T- 1 implies that a direct

question is asked in fact; too high values of T therefore may induce less cooperation and

sincerity in respondents. See MANGAT et al (1990) for all this.

From a mathematical viewpoint, Mangat's modification can be seen as just a special

case of Warner's RR technique. To show this, let p' denote the probability that the

intcrviewee has to respond to the sensitive statement S(A). From Figure 1.1, it follows

that

p'-Tf(1-T)p

and, consequently, the probability that S(A') is used equals

1-p'-(1-p)(1-T)

With this notation (2.1) and (2.2) can be simplified to

~w - P~r f ( 1 - P~)(1 - ~) (2.4)

V(nw) - ~(1 -~) f p,(1 -p4)rz n(2p' - 1)2

The same expressions are obtained if in Warner's original formulae (1.1) and (1.2) p is

replaced by p'.

Tkie conclusion is that p' is the only important design parameter: the probabilities

of the statement.s S(A) and S(A') determine the estimator and its accuracy. Whether

these probabilities are attained through two, rather than one, randomization steps is

irrelevant. Of cours, this conclusion is intuitively clear. To summarize in other words:

the formulae for Warner's RR technique are applicable to Mangat's modification as well,

if the design parameter p is interpreted as the probability that a respondent is subjected

to statement S(A).

Formula (1.`2) implies that Warner's variance is decreasing in ~p - 2~. Now, (2.3)

implies p' 1 p, or

1 1
P~-??P-2
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So, Mangat's modification is an improvement if in addition

1 1
P -2~2-P

holds. This last inequality is equivalent to (1.3).

Of course, Mangat's two-step procedure is physically different from Warner's, and has

another psychological impact. These features will be discussed in Section 5.

3 Mangat's modification of UQRR; ~rY known

In Warner's technique, both statements concern the sensitive property A. The UQRR

technique replaces one of them by the innocent statement S(Y). The probability ~9„ of
the answer `correct' now equals

~„ - P~ f ( 1 - P)~v

If ny, the population fraction with property Y, is known,

~~n - (1 - P)~v
P

is an unbiased estimator for n, with variance

~(~u) - ~u(1 - ~u)
np2

GREENBERG et al (1969) showed that this UQRR method often gives an improvement
on Warner's technique.

Mangat's two-step procedure may be applied in this case as well: with probability T

the direct statement S(A) is used, with probability 1- T the UQRR technique. The
probability ~9u of the answer `correct' becomes

~7u - Ta t (1 -T)pn -h ( 1 -T)(1 - p)~rv (3.4)

'1'he unbiased estimator
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. Xln - (1- T)(1- P)~y
~u- Tf(1-T)P

has variance

VÍ~~) -
~,.(1 - ~u)

n(T f (1 - T)p]z

In this case too, (2.3) is the probability that a respondent has to face the sensitive
statement S(A). Hence, (3.4) and (3.5) may be rewritten as

~u-P'rrf(1-p')rry

r9' 1 - ~~)
V(~u) - ~ np.z

These expressions are identical to (3.1) and (3.3), with p' in stead of p. So, once again
Mangat's modification can be seen as a special case of the original UQRR technique.

A larger value of p in the UQRR design means that more information on a is obtained.
Hence, (3.3) should be decreasing in p. This is indeed easily checked. The property p' ~ p
t}ierefore implies that Mangat's modification can not be less ef6cient than the original
UQRR technique.

The L1QRR technique was discussed previously in MANGAT et a] (1992). However,
another type of modification was proposed there. (By the way, the variance formula
(1.3) in their paper appears to be incorrect.)

4 Mangat's modification of UQRR; 7rY unknown

[f in the UQRR scheme the population fraction ay is unknown, it acts as a nuisance
parameter. The two parameters, rr and ny, can be estimated both by using two inde-
pendent samples. MOORS ( 1971) showed that the optimal design is to apply the UQRR
procedure only in one of these samples; in the other one, the direct statement S(Y) is
used. In the first sample, r9„ in (3.1) still is the probability of the answer `correct'; in
t.he second this probability is just ay.

Let X; denote the number of answers `correct' in sample i oí size n; ( í - 1, 2). An
unhiased estimator irm for a then is
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Xi~n~ - (1 -p)X2~n2
nm -

P

(It is obtained from (3.2) by replacing the unknown rry by its estimator.) If the total
sample size n- n~ ~ n~ is split according to optimal allocation, its variance equals

[ d„(1 - t9„) t( 1 - p) ay(1 -~Y)J2
v(~m) - np2

See MOORS (1971), formula (4.1).
MANGAT et al (1993) applied their two-step procedure in the first sample of Lhis

design as well; the second sample is left unchanged. Since the probability of the answer
`correct' in the first sample is still given by (3.4), an unbiased estimator now is

Xi~ni - ( 1 - T)(1 - P)Xz~ns
~m - T f (1 - T)p

with variance

[ ~u(1 - 19u) ~- (1 - T)(1 - p) ~Y(1 - nr)JZ
V(~m) - n[T f (1 - T)pJz

See MANGAT et al (1993), formula (2.3).
Using p' in (2.3), ~9;, and ( 4.2) can be simplified to

d~ - Pi~ -} (1 - P~)xY

[ du(1 -~3u) f ( 1 -P`) 7ry(I -7rY)JZ
VÍ~m) - np"2

This last formula is identical to (4.1), except for the value of the design parameter. So
once again, interpreting p as the probability that the respondent is confronted with S(A)
reduces Mangat's modification to the original method.

MOORS (1971) already showed that (4.1) is decreasing in p;p" ~ p therefore implies
that Mangat's modification can not have a higher variance. Hence, Table 1 in MANGAT
et al (1993) can be obtained simply by comparing values of (4.1) for different p-values.
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5 Discussion

The crucial quantity for the accuracy of RR techniques is the probability that the respon-
dent has to face the sensitive statement 5(A). This holds not only for Warner's original
rnethod and the two UQRR techniques treated here, but also for Mangat's two-step
modification. For the older methods, this probability is just the parameter p occurring
in the RR device; in Mangat's procedure it is the quantity p', given in (2.3). The conse-
quence is that the formulae for Warner's and the UQRR techniques remain applicable if
Mangat's modification is added: only the interpretation of the design parameter p is ex-
panded slightly. That application of Mangat's two-step procedure reduces the variance,
in general, follows immediately from the simple fact that p' exceeds p.

Althorrgh Mangat's modification can mathematically be considered as a special case
of the original RR technique, it is different in other respects. It may be considered an
advantage that in Mangat's two-step procedure not all respondents encounter the RR
device. However, since all interviewees have probability 1- T of facing RR, explain-
ing the device at the start to all of them will remain necessary. Further, the fact that
sorne respondents are confronted with the direct question on the sensitive subject is a
definite disadvantage, in my view. These interviewees will show the tendency to refuse
cooperation or to answer incorrectly, which reduction RR was devised for! A practi-
cal complication is that answering the direct statement will take much less time than
respor~ding to the RR device. Consequently, it will be difficult not to reveal to the in-
terviewee, whether the direct statement or the RR technique was applied. Considering
all, Mangat's modification is no improvement to the original RR techniques (with equal
values of the design parameter). A more interesting variation, in my opinion, is the
method suggested in KUK (1990).

Finally, note that all estimators for T discussed here can take values outside the
parameter space [0,1]. This can be remedied by changing any estimator ïr considered
here to the (maximum likelihood) estimator

fr - min{max(0, ïr), I }

MOOKS (1981, 1985) showed that even these maximum likelihood estimators are not
admissible in general: the range of ïr should be reduced to a subspace of [0,1].
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